Abstract-This paper reports comparative experiments with two novel and one conventional thrust control algorithms for the unsteady (transient) control of thrust generated by conventional bladedpropeller marine thrusters. First, comparative experiments with three different thrust control algorithms over a wide range of unsteady operating conditions suggest that model-based control algorithms offer transient thrust-control performance superior to that of their non-model-based counterpart. Second, hybrid simulations combining actual real-time experimental thruster responses with simulated one dimensional real-time vehicle dynamics suggest that modelbased thrust control algorithms offer vehicle position control superior to that of its non-model-based counterpart.
I. Introduction
A GROWING body of theoretical and experimental literature indicates that an essential element of improved underwater vehicle positioning systems is improved unsteady (transient) dynamical models of the bladed thrusters commonly used to actuate dynamicallypositioned marine vehicles [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] . Our companion paper [6] describes three different candidate models for unsteady thruster dynamics and compares actual experimental thruster responses to model predictions.
This recent work by various researchers toward more precise thruster dynamics models will find application in two principal areas. First, incorporating precise models of thruster dynamics into the closed-loop feedback systems of marine vehicles promises to enable more accurate realtime control of thrust force and, in consequence, improved vehicle positioning speed and accuracy. Second, the incorporation of accurate thruster dynamics models in computer simulations of underwater vehicle motion might improve the precision with which these simulations can predict actual vehicle motion. This paper reports work towards the first goal stated above -improved vehicle closed-loop positioning. The paper is organized as follows: Section II describes one conventional and two novel thrust control algorithms derived from, respectively, the three thruster dynamical models reported in [6] . Section III compares the thrust-control performance of the three thrust-control algorithms. The sec- tion reports experiments testing the performance of three thrust control algorithms under a variety of operating conditions. Section IV compares the effect of the three different thrust control algorithms on closed-loop vehicle positioning accuracy. The section reports hybrid simulations combining real-time experimental thruster responses with simulated one dimensional real-time vehicle dynamics. A variety of other engineering obstacles to high-precision vehicle positioning -most notably vehicle position and velocity sensing accuracy, update rate, and latency -fall beyond the scope of this paper. They merit continued careful attention.
Based on the data presented herein, we cautiously conclude that the use of improved unsteady thrust control on underwater vehicles does promise to improve closed-loop vehicle positioning accuracy. In particular, the data shows improved thrust control algorithms to reduce the welldocumented limit-cycling of dynamically-positioned marine vehicle position during low-speed maneuvering. A variety of questions remain unresolved. While the modelbased controllers reported herein result in improved performance, a variety of defects noted in both the dynamical models and control algorithms must be addressed before they can usefully be employed in commonplace marine positioning systems.
II. Unsteady Thruster Control
This section first reviews the input/output characteristics of the electrically actuated ducted propeller thrusters commonly employed in underwater vehicle maneuvering. The thrust control problem is defined. Next, one conventional and two new thrust control algorithms are presented. These three model-based thrust control algorithms incorporate, respectively, the three thruster dynamics models detailed in [6] . This reference also discusses typical marine thruster design and identifies commercial marine thruster vendors.
We note that linear frequency-domain modeling and control of marine thrusters represents an alternative approach to that nonlinear time-domain methodology presented here. In a separate publication, [7] , the authors and collaborators report results examining linearized thruster models, linear thrust controller performance, and performing a comparison with conventional and nonlinear thrust controller performance. The task has proven to be problematic, however, because thruster dynamics are nonlinear -and no globally exact frequency-domain representation exists for nonlinear dynamical systems. The best one can do is to first construct a linearized approximation of the nonlinear system about an "design point" in state space and, second, perform a frequency-domain analysis on this linearized approximation. While the dynamics of the linearized approximation may closely approximate that of the actual nonlinear system in a neighborhood near the chosen design point, there is no reason to expect close correspondence when operating far from the design point.
A. The Thrust Control Problem
The problem addressed in this paper is the following: Given a desired time-varying thrust command T r , construct a feedback control law specifying motor current i m as a function of the time-varying signals T r and Ω which guarantees that the actual thruster asymptotically tracks the desired reference, e.g. lim t→∞ T = T r . Note that the problem statement admits, but does not require, that the control law linearizes the transient response of the thruster. We employ the term thrust controller for this class of control laws. This control problem is pictorially represented in Figure 2 . This Section describes one commonly used and two novel thrust control algorithms.
B. FF Controller: Fixed Feedforward Thrust Control
The most commonly used thrust control algorithm used on present-day operational underwater robotic vehicles is the simple feedforward controller (also known as "openloop proportional" control)
where
is an experimentally determined constant, and k t N −m amp is the motor torque constant. In this openloop controller, motor current is specified as a linear function of the desired thrust T r in Newtons. The value of the torque constant k t is provided by the motor manufacturer, or determined experimentally. The constant α 1 is normally determined experimentally in steady-state experiments. Experimental data evaluating this steady-state thruster model is reported in [6] .
C. FBV Controller: Feedback Velocity Control Model 1, [1] , [6] , specifies thrust as a quadratic function of propeller rotational velocity
where η is the propeller efficiency coefficient, p is the propeller pitch, a is the propeller area, r is the propeller radius, and ρ is the fluid density. According to this model, accurate control of prop velocity will result in accurate control of thrust.
We can employ this relation to design a feedback-based thrust controller in two parts as follows:
where α 2 with units N/(rad/sec) 2 is an experimentally determined constant [6] . The first part, (3), specifies a desired propeller rotation velocity as a function of the desired thrust. The second part, (3), combines a model-based open-loop feedforward control k −1 t α 1 T r , and high gain feedback of propeller rotation velocity error, k [8] , [6] , specifies thrust to be a nonlinear function of propeller velocity and axial flow velocity. These relations arise from a simple propeller blade lift-drag model 
The explicit equations of (5), from [8] , [6] , to which the reader is referred, is
and
This suggests that accurate control of prop velocity, when coupled with on-line sensing of axial flow velocity, will result in accurate thrust control. We can employ this relation to design a feedback-based thrust controller in three parts as follows:
First, f 1 can be inverted numerically to give Ω as a function of T and v p
Second, the control law
prop velocity f eedback (10) employs a model-based feedforward term and high-gain proportional feedback to cause Ω → Ω r .
Note that in practice it is difficult or impossible to measure v p on conventional thrusters without cumbersome and expensive additional instrumentation. Moreover, the nonlinear dynamical structure of the plant model (and our imperfect knowledge of its parameters) obviates the use of classical linear observer techniques such as the Lunenberger observer [9] to estimate v p . In the absence of a general observer theory for nonlinear dynamical systems, we have for the moment adopted an ad-hoc stable open-loop estimator. An examination of the linear momentum equation as applied to axial flow in ducted thrusters, [10] , [11] ,
suggests the following open-loop observer to generate v p as a crude estimate of v p .
In the control experiments described herein, estimated values v p were employed in the on-line evaluation of (9) and (10). We surmise the development of a provably stable closed-loop observer for estimating v p which employs only Q and Ω state information to be both feasible and useful.
III. Unsteady Thrust Control Experiments
This section compares the experimental performance of the three thrust controllers of Section II. The experimental setup for these experiments is described in [6] .
The experiments of this section have a methodological subtext worth articulating directly: The experimental literature on thruster dynamics has been largely focused on the experimental verification of thruster models in the context of step responses [12] , [4] . Most reports directly addressing the control of transient thrust have focused on the problem of tracking discontinuous step changes in desired thrust [1] , [2] , [3] . The thrust controller experiments of this section do not focus on system responses to step commands; they focus on system responses to smoothly varying reference thrusts.
We have examined system response to continuously varying desired torque commands for several reasons:
1. In actual marine vehicles, thrusters are typically commanded with continuously varying commands, not steps. In the case of manually piloted vehicle under open loop control, the thruster commands are usually derived as a smooth function of the (continuously varying) pilot joystick position. In the case of a vehicle under closed-loop control, the control algorithm typically commands thrust as a smooth function of the continuously varying reference and sensed state. Note that (discontinuous) navigation sensor noise may result in discontinuous thrust commands even when the thrust control algorithm is a continuous function. This will no doubt be a problem if your vehicle is equipped with poor sensors. When using good quality navigation sensors, e.g. [13] , it has been our experience that both the navigation fixes and the resulting output of a continuous control law are reasonably continuous. For example: [6] shows actual data from Jason trials showing continuous navigation position fixes (vehicle track) and continuous thrust commands arising from a proportional-derivative control law. 2. Discontinuous (step) motor commands are normally avoided in the thruster control systems of larger marine vehicles such as dynamically positioned ships. Discontinuous changes in values for large (> 1000 Hp) ship positioning thrusters would result in undesirable noise, vibration, gear wear, and generator loading. 3. In experimental thruster tests, step responses excite unmodeled dynamics in the thruster mounting stand and instrumentation. The natural mechanical vibration frequency of the test stand was about 24 Hz (in the axial thrust direction) and to the best of our knowledge does not have a significant influence on the data for continuous torque profiles. For discontinuous torque profiles the measured thrust profiles are clearly degraded at the points of discontinuity (e.g. the start-up transient in the bottom-left graph in Figure 6 ).
Note that only sensor signals employed directly by the proposed control systems is the propeller shaft position resolver. Our resolver is built into the thruster, with resolver and cables carefully isolated and shielded from electromagnetic interference. The resolver signals are converted to digital signal with an Analog Devices #2S82 Resolverto-Digital integrated circuit, providing an affective digital propeller shaft angular position resolution of 4096 counts per 2π revolution. The resulting shaft position measurement is highly accurate and repeatable.
In the experiments, we also logged data from two additional sensors whose signals are not used in real-time by the thrust controllers. First is the load-cell for thrust measurements. Second is the BASS acoustic fluid velocity measurement system. Neither the load-cell nor the BASS signals are used in real-time by the proposed thrust control algorithms. They are only used for off-line analysis of the system's performance. The load-cell and BASS sensors are noisy. To obtain good unbiased estimates of thruster parameters, the off-line least-square fitting of thruster parameter values was performed using several thousand steadystate data points.
A. FF Controller
The top graphs of Figures 6, 7 , and 8 show actual experimental FF controller performance for a sinusoidally varying thrust reference. The left graph shows the actual and reference thrust vs time. The center graph shows the actual propeller rotational velocity vs time. The right graph shows the actual propeller rotational torque vs time. In Figure 6 , the reference thrust is a 50 Newton sin wave with a mean of 50 Newtons and frequency of 1 Hz. In Figure  7 , the reference thrust is a 100 Newton sin wave with zero mean and a frequency of 1 Hz. In Figure 8 
to deliver poor thrust accuracy in comparison to the FBV and MBV controllers. We surmise that the FF controller's poor performance at low thrust levels is due to unmodeled motor friction effects.
B. FBV Controller
The middle graphs of Figures 6, 7 , and 8 show actual experimental FBV controller performance for the same set of thrust references. Unwanted thrust transients occur at the zero crossings of the reference (commanded) thrust signal. We note two observations: First, the thrust transients correspond to a sudden "reversal" of the propeller, and resulting jump in the blade's instantaneous angle of incidence. Second, the observed thrust transients correspond exactly to the zero crossings of the reference thrust. Since the reference propeller velocity, Ω r , varies as the signed square-root of the reference thrust, the reference propeller acceleration Ω r is infinite at zero crossings of T r . This naturally gives rise to the thrust transients observed in the experiments. Moreover, this results in the FBV thrust controller "chattering" at desired thrust, T r , levels near zero. The middle and right graphs of Figure 13 , from Section IV, shows an experimental run in which the FBV chattering is clearly evident.
C. MBV Controller
The bottom graphs of Figures 6, 7 , and and 8 show actual experimental MBV controller performance for the same set of thrust references. Simulations of vehicle dynamic positioning are complicated by the issue of position sensor update rate and accuracy. A ROV typically has self-contained on-board instruments for depth, altitude, heading, and attitude. Many ROV systems have no absolute XY position sensors whatsoever. When available, absolute XY position information is typically obtained via a dedicated acoustic transponder system. The fastest and most accurate acoustic transponder systems provide sub-centimeter position accuracy over a maximum range on the order of 100 meters, with maximum update period on the order of 200ms. We incorporated controller defects into the simulation that are typical of real-world marine dynamic positioning systems: The control law was evaluated at 10 Hz, and vehicle position information was deliberately "degraded" to be typical of position fixes obtained with high-frequency acoustic position sensing systems. In this type of simulation, the position information available to the PD controller was delayed by 200ms and updated only once every 200ms. Our experience is that these delay and update values are typical for the best commercially acoustic positioning systems.
B. The Effect of Thrust Control on Closed-Loop StationKeeping. Figure 11 shows the simulated vehicle response for the more realistic case in which the controller is evaluated at 10Hz using only "degraded" position information typical of acoustic positioning systems.
B.1 The Effect of FF Thrust Control on Closed Loop
Station-Keeping.
The top graphs of Figure 11 shows the simulated vehicle and actual thruster response for a PD controller tuned to provide a closed-loop position tracking bandwidth of approximately 0.1 Hz. The FF thrust control algorithm was used. The simulated vehicle position does not converge to a constant steady-state value. Instead, the vehicle position limit-cycles around the set-point. These limit cycles are characteristic of both submersible and surface marine vehicles when under closed-loop dynamic-positioning. Do these limit-cycles disappear with higher PD gain values? Figure 12 shows the simulated vehicle response for a PD controller tuned to provide a bandwidth of approximately 0.2 Hz. The limit cycles are still evident. At a higher gain setting to provide a bandwidth of approximately 0.4 Hz (not shown) the system is only marginally stable, but limit cycles are still evident.
When under the combination of PD position control and FF thrust control, this simulation reproduces the limit cycling characteristic of real systems only when both thruster dynamics and sensing effects are incorporated into the hybrid simulation. The hybrid simulation's generation of limit cycles as well as the simulated vehicle's instability at moderate PD gain values are both consistent with the behavior of real vehicles.
B.2 The Effect of FBV Thrust Control on Closed Loop
The middle row of graphs in Figure 11 shows the response for a PD control with bandwidth of 0.1 Hz and the FBV thrust controller. The corresponding graphs in Figure  12 shows the case with a PD control with bandwidth of 0.2 Hz. No cases of position limit-cycling were observed with the FBV thrust controller. While not clearly visible in Figures 11 and and 12, the FBV thrust controller "chatters" at thrust levels near zero. Figure 13 shows an experimental run in which the FBV chattering is clearly evident.
B.3 The Effect of MBV Thrust Control on Closed Loop
The bottom row of graphs in Figure 11 shows the response for a PD control with bandwidth of 0.1 Hz and the MBV thrust controller. The corresponding graphs in Figure 12 shows the case with a PD control with bandwidth of 0.2 Hz. No cases of position limit-cycling were observed with the MBV thrust controller. Unlike the FBV thrust controller, the MBV thrust controller was not observed to "chatter" at any thrust level.
V. Conclusion
Section III examined the comparative performance of one existing and two novel model-based thrust control algorithms We conclude the following:
1. The FF controller provides good thrust control at high thrust values, where its observed defects are a phaselag in the thrust response. We surmise the FF controller's poor thrust control at low thrust values may be due to unmodeled motor friction. In practice these friction effects may be difficult to eliminate with fixed feedforward friction compensation as they can change with temperature, seal wear, etc. Section IV reported preliminary hybrid simulation experiments examining the the effect of the three thrust control algorithms on closed loop station-keeping. We conclude the following:
1. With the FF thrust controller, either steady-state error or limit cycling was observed at all PD gain settings. This corroborates our field experience. 2. With the MBV and FBV thrust controllers, no vehicle limit cycling was observed at any PD gain setting. 3. The upper limit on PD gain settings was independent of the thrust control algorithm employed -all controllers went unstable when the closed-loop position bandwidth was above about 0.5 Hz. 4. The chattering observed in the FBV thrust controller at low thrust commands limits its practical usefulness. The MBV thrust controller is preferred.
A variety of questions remain unresolved. We are just beginning to develop and experimentally verify reliable dynamical models for thruster response. This, and the design and testing of model-based thrust controllers incorporating the dynamical thruster models is the subject of our current efforts. Their practical utility is complicated by two principal open questions: First is the need to instrument fluid flow velocity in the duct and (in the general case) the velocity of the ambient fluid. While it is unlikely that thruster designers are willing to incorporate fragile high-bandwidth flow sensors in the thruster itself, there is reason to believe that a stable nonlinear observer might be developed to accurately estimate v p using only commonly available sensor and control information. Second, model-based controllers require highly accurate plant model parameters. While these parameters can be obtained via the cumbersome offline empirical least-squares method described herein, there is reason to believe that a stable adaptive thrust controller might be developed to automatically estimate these parameters on-line. MBV Thrust Control Prop Speed (actual) vs Time. He is an Associate Scientist at the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution (WHOI), where he designs and implements robotic control systems for telerobotic and autonomous underwater vehicles and manipulator systems. These include the full-ocean depth Jason remotely operated vehicle, the Autonomous Benthic Explorer (ABE), and a variety systems for use in the US Navy and the commercial inspection industries. Yoerger has gone to sea on over 24 oceanographic expeditions, including the 1985 Titanic discovery cruise. Yoerger is currently head of WHOI's Deep Submergence Laboratory (DSL) which was founded by Dr. Robert Ballard. DSL features a unique team of engineers, technicians, administrators, and students who perform engineering research and development, and also conduct extensive oceanographic field work under the auspices of WHOI's National Deep Submergence Facility. He is also a founder of Imetrix, Inc., an employee-owned company on Cape Cod that builds robotic underwater inspection systems.
